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Abstract
Since the introduction of Basel II, it has been argued that the use of
internal credit risk models in banks may strengthen the procyclicality of the
financial system. This problem could be alleviated by using through-the-cycle
(TTC) ratings. A TTC rating ignores cyclical fluctuations of credit risk. The
existence of transitory cyclical fluctuations in corporate credit risk at the
company level in Moody’s KMV data on Finnish publicly listed companies is
tested. The evidence is mostly negative. The distance-to-default of a typical
company seems to follow a unit root process. In most cases company level
credit risk does not follow cycles with a predictable regularity, and companies
that suffered most from the previous downturn may not benefit particularly
strongly from the following upturn. Due to continuous entry and exit of firms,
average credit risk can be stationary even if the distance-to-default of each
individual company is a unit root process.
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1 - Introduction
A central feature of both Basel II and future Basel III capital
adequacy systems is the use of internal ratings; many banks are allowed to
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach (IRBA) models. It has been suggested that the system might
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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This paper uses a Merton (1974) type credit risk measure. The data
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These data have been relatively seldom used for research purposes, but a suitable data set on
Finnish publicly listed companies was readily available for this project, and the data provider
granted the authorisation to use it for research purposes.
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strengthen
thetime,
solvency,
adapting
etc. For
the cyclicalit component
the that
perceived
instance,
has been from
found
firms point-in-time
near credit credit
ratingrisk.
upgrades or
Rating
agencies
often
claim
they present
TTCnotratings.
Empirical
downgrades
issue
less debt
relative
to equity
than firms
near a change
in
evidence
indicates
ratings
are slowfirms
to react
to new
information.
rating
(Kisgen
2006)that
andthese
recently
downgraded
typically
reduce
leverage
(Altman 2009).
and Rijken
2005, Löffler
Agencies’
assessments
morea
(Kisgen
The combination
of 2004)
different
drivers of
credit risk are
creates
useful
for
investors
if
the
mere
level
of
rating
is
complemented
by
very complicated process. This highly complex system is now regarded asitsa
momentum
(Güttler
Raupach
Otherwise,
seemrisk,
to not
be
black
box; the
focus isand
on the
typical 2010).
time series
propertiesthere
of credit
relatively
little literature
on the
on
causal mechanisms
behind
it.time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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Introduction
31 - Empirics
central
feature
of both
Basel II
and future Basel III capital
3.1 - A A
simple
model
with three
empirical
predictions
adequacy systems is the use of internal ratings; many banks are allowed to
determine
credit risk
of each
by the
using
their own
internal (2004),
ratings
Thethefollowing
analysis
is debtor
based on
analogue
of Löffler
based
approach
(IRBA)
models.
It
has
been
suggested
that
the
system
might
one of the few papers that phrase out an explicit view on the precise nature
of
amplify
cycles.
recession credit
risk tends
to worsen,
credit
riskbusiness
cyclicality.
TheDuring
Löfflerany
decomposition
is applied
to these
data. If
leading
higher
capital
requirements
per exposure,
whichTTC
maycomponent
diminish the
there
aretoboth
genuine
cycles
and a non-cyclical
structural
in
supply
of
loans
and
possibly
lead
to
a
credit
crunch,
which
would
the
the data, the distance to default of company i is determined by theworsen
following
recession.
This
has been
process,
or at
leastliterature
by something
veryreviewed
similar. by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential
to the procyclicality problem have
Dit = Sit +solutions
Cit
(2)
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning.
there seems
be very
littleDD
in-depth
analysisi
where Dit Unfortunately
is the point-in-time
(PIT) to
proxy
for the
of company
on
the
feasibility
and
usefulness
of
the
various
proposed
remedies.
If the
on the last day of the month t. Sit is the value of the relatively stable structural
problem
and
its
potential
solutions
are
to
be
taken
seriously,
detailed
analysis
through-the-cycle (TTC) component of credit risk of the company i at the
on these approaches
is needed.
moment
of time t. The
structural component follows a unit root process, is
This
paper
intends
contribute
to assessing
one does
of the
subject to infrequent abrupt to
shifts
or remains
constant, but
notproposed
undergo
solutions,
namely
Through-The-Cycle
(TTC)
rating
methods
their
transitory cycles. Cit is the cyclical component of credit risk. Theand
cyclical
feasibility.
There
seems
to
be
no
consensus
on
the
precise
definition
of
TTC
component Cit is assumed to be stationary with mean zero.
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue,
changes
credit risk are hypothesised(3)
to
Cit =  Cit-1
+βi Cin
macro,t + εit
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based
on the
structural
ignorecyclicality
the cyclical
component.
If
where
0<α<1.
Thecomponent
company and
specific
parameter
βi is
the
cyclical
component
exists,
and
if
it
can
be
measured
with
acceptable
positive for most firms. The idiosyncratic shock of the company i in period t
accuracy
TTC
ratings
can be calculated
eliminating
is
denotedalmost
εit. Ifon
 real
weretime,
equal
to 1,
macroeconomic
shocksbywould
cause
the cyclicalchanges
component
fromrisk
the perceived
point-in-time
credit risk.
permanent
in credit
and there would
be no transitory
cycles to be
Rating
agencies
often
claim not
they
ratings. Empirical
filtered out
in credit
ratings.
It would
be present
possible TTC
to distinguish
the shock
evidence
indicates
that
these
ratings
are
slow
to
react
to
information.
term εit from idiosyncratic shocks to S. The macro levelnew
cyclical
shock
(Altman
and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
C
macro,t has got mean zero and it is common to all firms, and it causes
useful for investors
if the risks.
mere level
rating is complemented
by its
correlation
in firms' credit
Both ofmacroeconomic
and idiosyncratic
momentum
(Güttler
and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
shocks
may be
autocorrelated.
relatively
little
literature
on the
time series
of credit
risk ignore
indicators
A PIT rating would
be based
on Ditproperties
. A TTC rating
would
the
at
the
debtor
level,
and
there
seems
to
be
little
or
no
evidence
on
the
existence
value of Cit by dropping off the whole component and focusing exclusively
of transitory
in credit
risk. remains constant, the moving average of
on
Sit. If the cycles
structural
component
point-in-time ratings would normally be a satisfactory proxy for Sit.
a firm specific
Alternatively, one might assign the cyclical component
constant negative value to yield default probabilities under adverse
82
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1conditions.
- Introduction
The choice between these approaches would affect the level of
TTC default risk, not its variation over time.
A
central feature
of both
Basel
and be
future
Basel Attempts
III capital
Parameters
for this simple
model
canIIhardly
estimated.
to
adequacy
systemsmethods
is the use
to
apply state-space
to of
theinternal
data andratings;
to treatmany
C andbanks
D as are
stateallowed
variables
determine
the credit risk
of each
debtor
bytestable
using their
own internal ratings
failed. Nevertheless,
the model
yields
three
hypotheses.
based approach
(IRBA)
models.
It
has
been
suggested
that
the system
might
1.
Relatively many companies may have got
a seemingly
amplify
cycles. During
any recession
risk due
tendstototransitory
worsen,
stationarybusiness
Dit. Variations
are entirely
or almostcredit
entirely
leading
to higher
per exposure,
which
may diminish
fluctuations
of Ccapital
structural component
either
remains
constant the
or
it. The requirements
supply
of loans
andtoo
possibly
to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
variations
in it are
weak tolead
be detected.
recession.
literature
has negative
been reviewed
by Gordy and
Howells (2006)
2. This
There
is some
serial correlation
in differenced
Dit ;
and
Drumond
(2009).
upturns are followed by downturns. The negative serial correlation is caused
A number
of This
potential
solutions
to thetoprocyclicality
by fluctuations
of C.
parameter
is subject
idiosyncratic problem
shocks (εhave
it in
been
presented,
countercyclical
capitalCbuffers
to dynamic by
loana
equation
3) andranging
cyclicalfrom
ones
(Cmacro,t). Because
is characterised
loss
provisioning.
seemstotoitbegradually
very little
in-depthAfter
analysis
tendency
to revert Unfortunately
towards zero, there
any shock
vanishes.
the
on
feasibility
usefulness
various
If the
firstthe
month
only theand
fraction
α<1 ofofa the
shock
is left,proposed
after two remedies.
months only
2
problem
itsNew
potential
solutions
be takenand
seriously,
detailed
analysis
fraction αand
etc.
shocks
to bothare
thetostructural
the cyclical
component
on
thesethe
approaches
is needed.
make
relationship
between past and future changes of Dit merely
This
intends
to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
statistical,
butpaper
it should
be detectable.
solutions,
rating
methods frequently,
and their
3. namely
UnlessThrough-The-Cycle
the term beta of(TTC)
equation
3 changes
feasibility.
seems
be noremain
consensus
on the constant.
precise definition
companies' There
reactions
to tocycles
relatively
If the Dof
it TTC
of a
ratings,
Löffler (2004)
phrased
andduring
explicitly
used a good
conceptual
companybut
deteriorates
morehas
than
average
a recession,
it will
improve
framework.
Using itsduring
analogue,
changes benign
in credit
riskbecause
are hypothesised
to
remarkably strongly
the following
period
the company
consist
permanent
transitory
specificofparameter
βi structural
in equationchanges
3 mustand
be large.
If it cycles.
were not,TTC
the ratings
impact
are
based
on been
the structural
and ignore
themacroeconomic
cyclical component.
If
would
have
weak. Ifcomponent
the cumulative
sum of
shocks
the
cyclical
component
exists,
andsum
if it
be measured
with isacceptable
during
a boom
phase is +1,
and the
of can
negative
macro shocks
-1 during
accuracy
almost
real time,
TTC
can in
bethe
calculated
byi eliminating
the recession,
theon
expected
value
of ratings
the change
Dit is +β
during the
the
cyclical
component
the perceived
credit risk.
boom
and –βi
during thefrom
recession.
If there point-in-time
were no idiosyncratic
shocks ( εit =
often claim
they present
TTC
ratings.there
Empirical
0 for allRating
i and t),agencies
and if structural
components
remained
constant,
would
evidence
indicates
these ratings are slow to react to new information.
be a perfect
negativethat
correlation.
(AltmanIfand
Rijken
2005, find
Löffler
2004) Agencies’
more3
these
hypotheses
no support
in the data,assessments
the equationsare2 and
useful
for investors
if the mere
level of
is complemented
by its
are a very
poor description
of reality,
andrating
the existence
of any cyclical
momentum
(Güttler similar
and Raupach
2010). Otherwise,
there seem
be
component remotely
to C is unlikely.
If there is something
we to
could
relatively
littlethe
literature
on theistime
seriesmuch
properties
credit risk indicators
call “cycles”,
phenomenon
probably
more of
complicated.
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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13.2
- Introduction
- Testing the first empirical prediction
A
central
of typically
both Basel
future
Basel
IIIunit
capital
Panel
unit feature
root tests
haveIIgotand
higher
power
than
root
adequacy
systems isseries
the use
internaland
ratings;
manyand
banks
are allowed
to
tests on individual
(SeeofMaddala
Wu 1999
references
therein).
determine
the credit
risk of especially
each debtor
by using
internal
However, serial
correlation,
negative
one,their
mayown
seriously
biasratings
many
based
approach
(IRBA)
models.
It 1989,
has been
suggestedand
that
the system
unit root
test results.
(See
Schwert
Hlouskova
Wagner
2006)might
Such
amplify
cycles.
During
any recession
risk tends
to worsen,
negativebusiness
correlation
is found
in several
series of credit
the sample
(see section
3.3).
leading
to higher
requirements
per exposure,
whichofmay
diminish
the
The ADF
test cancapital
be applied,
even though
the presence
serial
correlation
supply
of loans
possiblyoflead
a credit
crunch,
would
accentuates
the and
importance
lag to
length
selection
in which
unit root
tests;worsen
the usethe
of
recession.
This literature
has been
reviewed
Gordy
Howells (2006)
standard Akaike
and Schwarz
criteria
would by
often
lead and
to excessively
short
and
lag Drumond
structures.(2009).
(Ng and Perron 1995; Lopez 1997). The modified Akaike
number
solutions
to the procyclicality
criterionA is
used of
in potential
the following
analyses.
It takes intoproblem
accounthave
the
been
presented,ofranging
from countercyclical
buffers to dynamic
loan
consequences
the potentially
biased sum capital
of autoregressive
coefficients.
loss
provisioning.
Unfortunately
there seems
to be very
in-depth
analysis
Using
the modified
criterion significantly
improves
thelittle
reliability
of unit
root
on
feasibility
usefulness
testthe
results
(Ng andand
Perron
2001). of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem Many
and itspanel
potential
solutions
are to be
taken seriously,
detailed analysis
unit root
tests simply
evaluate
the joint significance
of pon
theseobtained
approaches
is needed.
values
by testing
each series separately. The null hypothesis is unit
paper data,
intends
contribute
to assessing
roots inThis
the whole
the to
alternative
hypothesis
beingone
thatofat the
leastproposed
some of
solutions,
namely
Through-The-Cycle
(TTC) in
rating
their
the series are
stationary.
If most of the variation
DDs methods
is cyclical,and
it would
feasibility.
There
seems
be no
consensus
on the precise
definition
of TTC
be natural to
expect
thatto
some
subgroup
of companies
has not
undergone
any
ratings,
butchanges,
Löffler (2004)
has phrased
explicitly
a goodand
conceptual
structural
or changes
are tooand
weak
to be used
detected,
the null
framework.
its analogue,
changes
in credit
risk are hypothesised to
hypothesis ofUsing
unit roots
in the whole
data would
be rejected.
consist of
permanent
structural
changes
transitory
cycles.
ratings
Panel
unit root
tests were
runand
with
the data
set onTTC
all the
Dit
are
based on the
structural
component
and ignore
the cyclical
If
observations.
Three
different
test statistics
are reported.
Thecomponent.
Fisher ADFthe
cyclical
component
if it can to
bea measured
acceptable
approach
applies
the chi exists,
squaredand
distribution
function ofwith
logarithmic
paccuracy
on real
time, TTCseries.
ratingsChoi
can be
calculated
by aeliminating
values of almost
ADF tests
on individual
(2001)
proposed
Z-statistic
the
component
of cyclical
the significance
of from
unit the
rootperceived
tests. Apoint-in-time
test statisticcredit
basedrisk.
on averaging
Rating
oftenhasclaim
they present
TTC
individual
ADFagencies
test statistics
been presented
by Im
et alratings.
(2003). Empirical
As can be
evidence
indicates
that
these
ratingsthat
arethe
slow
to react
to of
new
seen in table
1, there
is no
evidence
proxy
for DD
anyinformation.
company in
(Altman
Rijken
2005, Löffler
Agencies’
assessments
more
the data and
would
be entirely
driven 2004)
by cyclical
fluctuations.
If thearecyclical
useful
for investors
the majority
mere level
of rating is
its
component
exists, theifvast
of companies,
andcomplemented
possibly all ofby
them,
momentum
(Güttler
andin the
Raupach
2010).
Otherwise,
there
have had major
changes
structural
component
of credit
risk.seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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1 - Introduction
Table 1 Panel unit root tests
Method
Test statistic
p-value
A central feature of both Basel II and future Basel III capital
adequacy
is the intercept,
use of internal
ratings; many
banks are allowed
ADF
Fishersystems
Chi-squared,
no trend
232.20
0.594 to
determine
the
credit
risk
of
each
debtor
by
using
their
own
internal
ratings
ADF Choi Z stat, intercept, no trend
-0.767
0.222
based
approach
(IRBA)
models.
It
has
been
suggested
that
the
system
might
Im, Pesaran Shin W-stat, intercept, no trend
-1.035
0.150
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
Panel
unit
forlead
119tocompanies;
Dit in which
monthly
data worsen the
supply
of root
loanstests
and(levels)
possibly
a credit crunch,
would
(Aug
1990 -This
Jun 2010)
recession.
literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and
Drumond
(2009).
Modified Akaike criterion in lag-length selection
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning.
Unfortunately
seems
be very
analysis
Some interesting
methodsthere
cannot
be to
applied
tolittle
panelin-depth
data because
on
the
feasibility
and
usefulness
of
the
various
proposed
remedies.
the
there is no straightforward way to evaluate the joint significance of testsIf on
problem
and
its
potential
solutions
are
to
be
taken
seriously,
detailed
analysis
individual series. Ng and Perron (2001) recommended a GLS detrending
on these approaches
is needed.
combined
with the modified
Akaike criterion in lag length selection in the
paper intends
to contribute
to error
assessing
of method
the proposed
presence This
of negative
serial correlation
in the
term.one
This
was
solutions,
namely
Through-The-Cycle
(TTC) that
rating
methods
and their
applied
to each
company
separately. It was found
the unit
root hypothesis
feasibility.
There
to be no
on the precise
definition
of TTC
would
in some
casesseems
be rejected
at consensus
each significance
level, but
the number
of
ratings,
but
Löffler
(2004)
has
phrased
and
explicitly
used
a
good
conceptual
rejections does not differ much from what one would expect as a random
framework.
itsThe
analogue,
changes in the
credit
risk are
hypothesised
outcome.
(SeeUsing
table 2)
results corroborate
findings
of panel
unit rootto
consist
of permanent
tests
reported
in table 1.structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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1 - Introduction Table 2 Unit root testing of company level data
A central feature of both Basel II and future Basel III capital
adequacy systems is the use of internal ratings; many banks are allowed to
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
Ng-Perron;
based approach (IRBA) models. It has been suggested that the system might
Shift in
Modified
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
level,
Shift in
Akaike
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
smooth
level,
criterion,
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
abrupt shift exponential
GLS
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
shift
detrending dummy
Method
and Drumond (2009).
ElliotA number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
Rothenbergbeen presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
Stock
Lanne & al Lanne & al
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
Test statistic
(1996)
(2002)
(2002)
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
Nr of rejections
at the 10
% levelare to be12taken seriously,
11 detailed analysis
10
problem
and its potential
solutions
of approaches
rejections atisthe
5 % level
4
7
8
on Nr
these
needed.
paper atintends
contribute to1 assessing one
Nr ofThis
rejections
the 1 %tolevel
0 of the proposed
1
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
Separatebut
unit
root tests
(levels)
for 119 and
companies,
Ditused
observations
in
ratings,
Löffler
(2004)
has phrased
explicitly
a good conceptual
monthly
data
(Aug
1999
Jun
2010)
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist
of Akaike
permanent
structural
changes selection
and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
Modified
criterion
in lag-length
are
based
on
the
structural
component
and
ignore
the cyclical
In level shift tests the number of lags has been
obtained
for eachcomponent. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
company separately by running a separate ADF test with company specific
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
trends
and fixed
effects.from
Thethe
number
of lags
proposed bycredit
the risk.
the
cyclical
component
perceived
point-in-time
modified
Akaike
criterion
was
used
in
level
shift
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence
indicates that
ratings
reactitself.
to new information.
tests in determining
the these
break date
andare
unitslow
root to
testing
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
Even if there
only on
onethemajor
in S, the of
methods
applied
so far
relatively
littlewere
literature
time change
series properties
credit risk
indicators
would
typically
accept
the null
hypothesis
oforunit
Unit
tests that
at
the debtor
level,
and there
seems
to be little
no roots.
evidence
onroot
the existence
allow
for the
presence
of risk.
a structural break were applied to the data.
of
transitory
cycles
in credit
Following Lanne et al (2003), the analysis was begun by optimising the
number of lags by running separate ADF analyses with individual intercepts
and trends. The number of lags suggested for each company by the modified
Akaike criterion was used at the following stages; these preliminary analyses
2
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not used for any other purpose. As a second step, the date of the
1were
- Introduction
structural break was determined endogenously. A deterministic component,
A central
featureand
of the
bothshift
Basel
II and
Basel break,
III capital
consisting
of constants
caused
by future
a structural
was
adequacy
the useseries
of internal
ratings;
many
banks are
to
deducted systems
from theisoriginal
by using
a GLS
procedure.
Theallowed
structural
determine
theidentified
credit risk
of each
debtor
by using
their
own internal
ratings
breaks were
in two
different
ways,
first by
assuming
an abrupt
shift
based
approach
It has been
suggested
that the system
might
dummy
in level(IRBA)
and thenmodels.
by assuming
a smoother
exponential
shift. Finally,
amplify
During
any recession
risk tends
to worsen,
the unit business
root testcycles.
was run
on residuals
after credit
deducting
the deterministic
leading
to higher
requirements
per exposure,
which
may diminish
the
component.
(Seecapital
Saikkonen
and Lütkepohl
2002).
Lanne
et al (2002)
supply
of loans
andvalues
possibly
a credit of
crunch,
which would
worsen the
tabulated
critical
forlead
thetot-value
the lagged
non-deterministic
recession.
has beenAgain,
reviewed
Gordy was
and tested
Howells
(2006)
component This
of theliterature
original series.
eachby
company
separately
and
Drumond
because
there (2009).
is no straightforward way to apply the method to panel data. As
A number
solutions
to the procyclicality
problem
can be seen
in tableof2,potential
the number
of rejections
is roughly equal
to whathave
one
been
from
countercyclical
capital
buffers
to dynamic
loan
wouldpresented,
expect asranging
a random
outcome.
Hence, the
number
of structural
shifts
of
loss
provisioning.
Unfortunately
there
be very
littleofin-depth
analysis
credit
risk seems much
higher than
oneseems
in thetovast
majority
companies.
The
on
feasibility
and(Susefulness
proposed
remedies.
the
unitthe
root
component
in equationof2)the
is avarious
major driver
of credit
risk inIfmost
problem
andall
its companies,
potential solutions
to the
be taken
seriously,
analysis
or possibly
leaving are
open
question
on thedetailed
existence
of the
on
these approaches
is C.
needed.
stationary
component
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility.
There
be no consensus
on the precise definition of TTC
3.3 - Testing
theseems
secondtoempirical
prediction
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework.
Using
its analogue,
changes
in credit risk
hypothesised
to
The evidence
presented
in section
3.2 corroborates
the are
hypothesis
that unit
consist
of permanent
structural
changes
and risk,
transitory
ratings
root processes
are major
drivers
of credit
but itcycles.
does notTTC
necessarily
are
based
the structural
component
and ignore
the cyclical In
component.
If
prove
the on
hypothesised
cyclical
component
C is non-existent.
order to test
the
cyclical component
exists,
if it 2,
cana few
be measured
with acceptable
the existence
of component
C inand
equation
panel regressions
were run
accuracy
almost
realcompany
time, TTC
ratings
can each
be calculated
eliminating
with annual
data.onThe
level
DD for
year is thebythree
months
the
cyclical
component
perceived
risk.
simple
moving
averagefrom
( Ďthe
it={D
it+Dit-1 point-in-time
+Dit-2} /3 )credit
of December.
The
agenciesoutoften
TTC ratings.
Empirical
analysesRating
were carried
with claim
data onthey
the present
117 companies
for which
it was
evidence
indicates
thatonthese
ratings are slow
react to new
information.
possible to
find data
six consecutive
fourthtoquarters.
Because
the data
(Altman
2005,the
Löffler
2004)was
Agencies’
assessmentsThe
are annual
more
does not and
seemRijken
stationary,
regression
run in differences.
useful
for of
investors
if the mere level
rating is on
complemented
by No
its
difference
the distance-to-default
wasofregressed
its past values.
momentum
(Güttler
and Obviously
Raupach 2010).
Otherwise,
there seemmakes
to beit
weighting was
applied.
the limited
time dimension
relatively
little
oncompany
the time specific
series properties
of credit
pointless to
try literature
to identify
effects. The
resultsrisk
are indicators
presented
at
debtor
level,
andequation
there seems
be with
little no
or no
evidence
on the existence
in the
table
3. The
first
was torun
period
or company
specific
of
transitory
in credit
effects.
Thecycles
Hausman
test risk.
indicated that the random period effects model is
more suitable than the fixed period effects model (Chi sq = 0.21), and the 3rd
equation could be considered the main model for the whole data. The first,
second and fourth lags are statistically significant. Thus, the DD is
characterised by an observable tendency to return to its past level.
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Interestingly, the tendency to reversion is related to firm size. There is
1 - Introduction
no evidence on the existence of temporary fluctuations and the cyclical
A central
feature
both Basel
andexcluded
future Basel
III sample.
capital
component
C in the
data ifofsmall-cap
firmsII are
from the
adequacy
is the3).use
internal
banks are
allowed
to
(Equationssystems
4-5 in table
If,of
instead,
theratings;
focus ismany
on small-cap
firms,
the DD
determine
thetocredit
of past
eachvalues
debtor(Equations
by using 6-7).
their own
clearly tends
returnrisk
to its
It isinternal
difficultratings
to say
based
approach
models.
It has of
been
suggested
the system
might
whether
this is(IRBA)
a genuine
property
credit
risk inthat
small-cap
firms
or
amplify
business
Duringinefficient
any recession
risk tendsoftosmall-cap
worsen,
something
related cycles.
to potentially
pricingcredit
and illiquidity
leading
to higher
exposure,
which
diminish
companies
on thecapital
stockrequirements
exchange. per
There
is almost
no may
difference
in the
the
supply
of deviation
loans andof
possibly
lead to variable
a credit crunch,
would
standard
the explained
betweenwhich
the two
sizeworsen
groups;the
in
recession.
literaturehigher
has been
reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
both groupsThis
it is slightly
than 0.36.
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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1 - Introduction
A central feature of both Basel II and future Basel III capital
adequacy
is difference
the use of of
internal
many
banks are
allowed to
Table systems
3 Annual
DD asratings;
a function
of lagged
differences
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach (IRBA)
1 models. 2It has been3 suggested4that the system might
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure,Smallwhich may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch,
which
cap firmswould worsen the
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy
and Howells (2006)
excluded;
and Drumond (2009).
fixed
Random
Fixed
No year
A number specific
of potentialperiod
solutions period
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problem have
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been presented, ranging
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to
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effects
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1 - Introduction
A central feature ofTable
both3 Basel
II and future Basel III capital
(continued)
adequacyAnnual
systems
is the useofof
ratings;ofmany
banks
are allowed to
difference
DDinternal
as a function
lagged
differences
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach (IRBA)
5 models. 6It has been 7suggested that the system might
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital
exposure, which may diminish the
Small-cap perSmallSmall-requirements
supply of loans and
possibly
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credit
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recession. This literature
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1 - Introduction
A central feature of both Basel II and future Basel III capital
adequacy
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is the
use of internal
ratings; many banks are allowed to
3.4
- Testing
the third
empirical
prediction
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach
(IRBA)
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thegot,
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firms, some
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buttends
such to
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per exposure, which
diminish the
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may capital
be duerequirements
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shocksmay
or idiosyncratic
supply ofFrom
loans and
to a credit
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would
worsen the
factors.
the possibly
point oflead
view
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recession. This
literature
been reviewed
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idiosyncratic
variations
arehas
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The by
macro
leveland
credit
cycle(2006)
is not
and Drumond
(2009).
directly
observable
but it affects the average credit risk in the economy. The
numbertheofdevelopment
potential solutions
to theofprocyclicality
problem have
figure 1 Apresents
of the mean
the DD. Its cross-sectional
th
been
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ranging and
fromstandard
countercyclical
buffers
to dynamic
loan
25
and
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deviationcapital
are also
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in the chart.
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Unfortunately
there seems
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If
anything,
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feasibility
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quality
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problem
and its
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analysis
the
existence
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in the
At least
in quarterly
data
these
on these approaches
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fluctuations
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with the proxy for output gap4; the immediate
Thisbetween
paper the
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the proposed
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and average
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and their
Anynamely
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than rating
any ofmethods
the following
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feasibility. five
Thereobservations
seems to be is
no now
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of TTC
preceding
classified
local extreme,
the
ratings, butfrom
Löffler
has phrased
andnext
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a good
conceptual
transition
one (2004)
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to the
one isused
called
a phase.
Local
framework.
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changes
in credit
risk are
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to
maxima
of the
average
DD can be
identified
in January
2000,
March 2002,
consist of
permanent
structural
changes
and transitory
TTC ratings
January
2004
and May
2007. Local
minima
are foundcycles.
in September
2001,
are based on
the structural
component
and ignore
cyclical
component.
If
September
2002,
August 2004,
and March
2009. the
These
turning
points are
the cyclical
component
exists, lines.
and if This
it can
measured
with acceptable
marked
in chart
1 by vertical
setbepasses
one compliance
test
accuracy almost
time, TTC
can be
calculated
by eliminating
proposed
by Bry on
andreal
Boschan
(1971,ratings
p 16-29):
peaks
and troughs
alternate.
the cyclical
component
perceived
point-in-time
risk.in the mean
Using
the method
of Bryfrom
and the
Boschan,
cyclical
peaks andcredit
troughs
Rating
agencies
oftenwere
claim
they
present
TTCturning
ratings.points
Empirical
DD were
identified.
There
only
three
cyclical
that
evidenceall
indicates
that thesecriteria,
ratings namely
are slow
to react 2001,
to newMay
information.
satisfied
the Bry-Boschan
September
2007 and
(Altman2009.
and Moreover,
Rijken 2005,
Löffler
2004)ofAgencies’
assessments
are where
more
March
another
criterion
a cycle was
used; phases
useful
forofinvestors
if the
merechanged
level ofmore
rating
is by
complemented
its
the
value
the average
of DDs
than
0.3 from oneby
local
momentum
(Güttler
and
Otherwise,
thereof seem
to be
extreme
to the
next one
areRaupach
classified 2010).
as cyclical
irrespective
the duration
relatively
little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
of
the phase.
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
4

The output gap was calculated as the Hodrick-Filter residual (λ = 1600) run on logarithmic
real GDP data for the period Q1/1995 - Q4 /2013; Data after the second quarter of 2010 were
from the latest Bank of Finland forecast.
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1 - Introduction
A central
feature
of for
bothDDBasel
II cross-sectional
and future Basel
III capital
Figure
1 Average
proxy
and its
variation
adequacy systems is the use of internal ratings; many banks are allowed to
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach (IRBA) models. It has been suggested that the system might
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical
exists,sensitivity
and if it of
caneach
be measured
acceptable
If thecomponent
business cycle
firm, the with
parameter
βi in
accuracy
almost
on
real
time,
TTC
ratings
can
be
calculated
by
eliminating
equation 3, remains broadly constant for lengthy periods of time, the
the
cyclical component
fromduring
the perceived
point-in-time
risk. should be
development
of credit risk
the previous
phases ofcredit
the cycle
agencies
often
they
TTC
ratings.The
Empirical
relevantRating
to changes
of credit
riskclaim
during
anypresent
upturn or
downturn.
drastic
evidence
indicates
that quality
these ratings
areMay
slow2007
to react
new 2009
information.
deterioration
of credit
between
and to
March
should
(Altman
Rijkenamong
2005, cyclical
Löffler 2004)
Agencies’
assessmentsparticularly
are more
have beenand
stronger
companies
that experienced
useful
for investors if
mere level of
rating
complemented
its
strong improvements
of the
creditworthiness
during
theispreceding
benign by
phase.
momentum
(Güttler
and the
Raupach
Otherwise,
to be
The change of
DD during
upturn 2010).
in September
2001 –there
May seem
2007 should
relatively
little literature
on the
time series
risk indicators
obtain a negative
regression
coefficient
as aproperties
correlate of credit
the change
in DD in
at
the debtor
and there
be littleofor cross-sectional
no evidence on the
existence
May
2007 –level,
March
2009.seems
OLS toresults
analyses
are
of
transitory
credit risk.
presented
in cycles
table 4.inResults
for the whole sample, small-cap companies and
large to mid-cap companies are presented separately. These results are
completely inconsistent with the hypothesis that the credit quality of each
company would react to macroeconomic factors as described by equation 3.
The slight tendency to reversion among small-cap companies observed in
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3.3 is not reflected in cyclical variation. If there are company specific
1section
- Introduction
differences in the sensitivity to cycles, these sensitivities vary so frequently
A centralonfeature
of both isBasel
II and nofuture
III capital
that information
past cyclicality
of virtually
use inBasel
predicting
future
adequacy
cyclicality.systems is the use of internal ratings; many banks are allowed to
determine the credit risk of each debtor by using their own internal ratings
based approach
(IRBA)
models.
It has been
suggested
that the system might
Table
4 Change
of distance
to default
in 2007-2009
amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit
crunch, which would worsen the
Change
recession. This literature has been reviewed
by Gordy and Howells (2006)
in D in
and Drumond (2009).
Sept
Change
A number of in
potential solutions 2001
to the- procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging
from countercyclical
Maycapital buffers to dynamic loan
average
loss provisioning. Unfortunately
there
to be veryR2little in-depth
2007
F analysis
D
C seems
on
the
feasibility
and
usefulness
of
the
various
proposed
remedies.
Whole sample
-0.656
-0.741
0.107
0.01
0.79 If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
N=101
(-6.8)***
(0.9)
on these approaches is needed.
Small-cap
0.00one of 3.43
This paper -0.504
intends to -0.483
contribute -0.027
to assessing
the proposed
N = 46 namely Through-The-Cycle
(-4.3)*** (TTC)
(-0.2) rating methods and their
solutions,
feasibility.
to be no
consensus
on the precise
Large and There
mid seems
-0.783
-0.984
0.255
0.04 definition
1.97 of TTC
ratings,
but
Löffler
(2004)
has
phrased
and
explicitly
used
a
good
conceptual
cap, N = 55
(-5.9)***
(1.5)
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
Cross-sectional
OLS structural
analyses with
identifiable
cycles cycles. TTC ratings
consist
of permanent
changes
and transitory
Change
in May
2007-March
2009and
as aignore
function
its pastcomponent. If
are
basedofonDthe
structural
component
theof
cyclical
change
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
t-values in
parentheses,
heteroscedasticity
accuracy
almost
on real corrected
time, TTCforratings
can be calculated by eliminating
(White)
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.

Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
to differentiate
cycles from
insignificant
(Altman The
and second
Rijkenmethod
2005, Löffler
2004) Agencies’
assessments
arerandom
more
variation
identifies
more
cycles
to
be
analysed.
In
the
cross-sectional
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented byOLS
its
analyses
presented
in
table
5,
it
is
tested
whether
firm
specific
changes
in
DDs
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
during the
are series
related
to changes
during
previous
relatively
littlestrongest
literature swings
on the time
properties
of credit
risk indicators
accentuated
phases.and
Phases
where to
thebeaverage
has changed
by less
at
the debtor level,
there seems
little or of
no DDs
evidence
on the existence
than
0.3
are
excluded
as
both
explanatory
and
explained
variables.
As
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
hypothesised, the upturns in September 2002 - January 2004 and August 2004
- May 2007 were stronger in companies that were affected particularly
severely by the downturn in January 2000 - September 2001. Instead, the
statistical relationship between the upturns in September 2002 - January 2004
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August 2004 - May 2007 is inconsistent with the permanent cyclicality
1and
- Introduction
hypothesis; companies that benefited particularly strongly from the first
central less
feature
bothfrom
Basel
and future
Basel
III dramatic
capital
upturn A
benefited
than of
others
the IIsecond
one. The
most
adequacy
is thenamely
use of the
internal
ratings;
many banksisare
phase of systems
the sample,
collapse
in 2007-2009,
notallowed
related to
to
determine
the credit
riskInstead,
of eachthedebtor
by using
their own
internalworks
ratings
previous strong
phases.
permanent
cyclicality
hypothesis
as
based
approach
(IRBA)
models.
It has been suggested
the were
systemaffected
might
expected
in the
recovery
in 2009-2010;
companiesthatthat
amplify
business
cycles.
anyrecovered
recessionmore
creditthan
riskothers.
tends to
worsen,
particularly
strongly
by During
the crisis
Hence,
the
leading
toishigher
evidence
mixed.capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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Cycles of different companies might be imperfectly synchronised;
1 - Introduction
each company may react to the same macroeconomic factors but some of
A react
central
feature
of bothThe
Basel
and future
Basel
III capital
them may
faster
than others.
mostIIextreme
phase of
the whole
data,
adequacy
systemscrisis
is the
use of internal
many lengthy
banks are
allowed
to
i.e. the financial
of 2007-2009,
and ratings;
the preceding
benign
period
determine
the credit
risk to
of test
eachthis
debtor
by usingEach
their extreme
own internal
were analyzed
in order
hypothesis.
value ratings
is the
based
(IRBA)
models.
has been during
suggested
that theperiod
system
highestapproach
or lowest
monthly
valueItobserved
a certain
of might
time.
amplify
business
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During
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credit
risk tends to worsen,
The extremes
of DD
for each
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i are defined
as follows.
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 higher
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 loansDand
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This
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A. One
number
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to the
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have
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would
expect that
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highly negative
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from because
countercyclical
buffers experienced
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between
these ranging
differences
cyclicalcapital
companies
the
loss
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there
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to
be
very
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strongest improvement before the crisis and the worst collapse during it. The
on
the feasibility
andthese
usefulness
of the
various
proposed
remedies. If and
the
correlation
between
variables
turns
out to
be non-significant
problem
and
its
potential
solutions
are
to
be
taken
seriously,
detailed
analysis
positive (+0.12, N=108).
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions,
namely
Through-The-Cycle
(TTC) rating methods and their
4 - Stationarity
at the
aggregate level - simulations
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but
has phrased that
and instead
explicitly
conceptual
The Löffler
section(2004)
3.1 demonstrated
of used
beinga good
stationary,
firmframework.
Using
changes
credit
riskdistance-to-default
are hypothesised of
to
specific credit
risk its
hasanalogue,
probably got
a unitinroot.
If the
consist
of permanent
structural
changes
andwetransitory
cycles.
TTC ratings
every company
follows
a unit root
process,
might draw
the conclusion
that
are
on credit
the structural
component
ignorealso
the be
cyclical
If
the based
average
risk in the
economyand
should
a unitcomponent.
root process.
the
cyclical
component
exists,
and
if
it
can
be
measured
with
acceptable
Companies' average annual default probability might gradually migrate to
accuracy
almostoronthereal
time, TTC
ratings
caninbea situation
calculatedwhere
by eliminating
99.99 percent,
economy
might
end up
corporate
the
cyclical component
from
perceived
bankruptcies
are unheard
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Rating the
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often
claim they
present
TTC ratings.
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to be credible,
unit root
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should
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evidence
indicates
that
these
ratings
are
slow
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react
to
new
information.
assumptions on average credit risk in the economy.
(AltmanInand
Rijken the
2005,
Löfflerof2004)
Agencies’
assessments
more
principle,
average
a large
number of
unit root are
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if
the
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level
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momentum
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2010).
Otherwise,
there beseem
to be
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in this case;
correlation
between
DDs should
negative
in
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little literature
on the
series properties
of credit
the long term.
It is difficult
to time
see which
forces would
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negative
at
the debtor level,
andplausible
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to be little
no evidence
on the entry
existence
relationship.
A more
explanation
is or
related
to continuous
and
of
transitory
cycles
in
credit
risk.
exit. Only those companies that exist at a given moment of time are included
in the average.
In order to draw some conclusions on the implications of this way of
thinking, a number of simulations were run. The oldest company of the
sample in section 3 was 360 years old in 2009, the last full year of the sample.
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Taking
this as the starting point in model calibration, simulations were run for
1 - Introduction
360 consecutive "years". During each period t a number of new companies
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number
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of of
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Basel(NIIt) grows
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about
91.5 This
% ofliterature
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Theand
distance-to-default
recession.
has been
reviewed
by Gordy
Howells (2006)
develops
as a unit
root process, unless the firm fails.
and Drumond
(2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
(5)
been presented, rangingDfrom
capital buffers to dynamic loan
it = Dcountercyclical
it-1 +εít
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
εit isand
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iid normally
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with If
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of distributed
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standard
deviation
0.198. are
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seriously,was
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section 3This
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to save
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to computing
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to assessing
one
of the that
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of
the samenamely
cohort can
be divided into 5 groups
equal methods
size. Companies
in
solutions,
Through-The-Cycle
(TTC) of
rating
and their
the
same group
always
and theyon
arethe
assigned
same distancefeasibility.
Thereareseems
to identical
be no consensus
precisethe
definition
of TTC
to-default.
Each group
of phrased
start-upsand
is explicitly
assigned used
the distance-to-default
ratings, but Löffler
(2004)i has
a good conceptual
1.33+ε
framework.
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changes
in credit risk
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to
parameter
value 1.33
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to produce
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it . The
consist ofsurvival
permanent
and Finnish
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cycles.
ratings
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ratestructural
of newly changes
established
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whichTTC
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are Nurmi
based on
the structural
the%.
cyclical
If
by
(2004,
p.40) to component
be slightly and
less ignore
than 60
Firms'component.
DDs change
already
beforecomponent
the first possible
bankruptcy
at the end
the entry
the cyclical
exists, moment
and if itofcan
be measured
withofacceptable
period.
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
Firms
do not exit
in the
anyperceived
other way
than through
bankruptcy.
Each
the cyclical
component
from
point-in-time
credit
risk.
year t theRating
firms of
the group
i exitclaim
iff they present TTC ratings. Empirical
agencies
often
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
Φ(DitLöffler
(Altman and Rijken 2005,
)<Rit 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
(6)
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
where(Güttler
Φ is theand
cumulative
distribution
momentum
Raupachstandard
2010). normal
Otherwise,
there and
seemRittois an
be
relatively
literature
on the
time series
properties
evenly
iid little
distributed
random
variable
between
0 and 1.ofAcredit
firm risk
may indicators
exit even
at the debtor
level,
and
there
seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
during
the same
year
it is
established.
of transitory
cycles260
in credit
risk.
The first
"years"
were discarded and nothing but the last 100
moments of time were used in subsequent analysis. The average distance-todefault was calculated for each year taking into account nothing but firms that
had been established but not failed by the end of the year. This simulation
was repeated a hundred times, producing a panel of ten thousand observations
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on
DD in the artificial economy. These time series converge towards
1 - average
Introduction
an equilibrium where the average DD seems constant. The mean DD was 1.86
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of both
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future Basel(t=360).
III capital
for the first
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(t=261)
and 1.87
for II
the and
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theroot
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to
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unit
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by Levin
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setting
particularly
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are
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any null
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the method
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recession.
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Gordy and Howells
(2006)
limited
use This
unlessliterature
the timehas
series
arereviewed
free frombycontemporaneous
correlation
Drumondwith
(2009).
and identical
respect to the presence of a unit root. Because of the nature
A number
of potential
solutions
to the procyclicality
probleminhave
of the data
generating
algorithm
these criteria
should be satisfied
the
been presented,
fromapplied
countercyclical
capital buffers
to dynamic
loan
artificial
sample.ranging
The model
in the following
is numbered
2 by Levin
lossalprovisioning.
there
to beintercept,
very littlebut
in-depth
analysis
et
(LLC); eachUnfortunately
time series has
gotseems
its own
no trends
are
on the feasibility
and Itusefulness
of the various
proposed
remedies.
the
allowed
in the data.
can be essentially
important
to choose
the Ifright
problem andaitsparameter
potential solutions
are in
to be
taken seriously,
detailedforanalysis
bandwidth,
value used
correcting
test statistics
serial
on these approaches
is needed.
correlation.
Westerlund
(2009) tested with Monte Carlo simulations different
This paperthe
intends
one of the proposed
details concerning
use oftothecontribute
LLC test. to
Heassessing
strongly recommended
the use
solutions,
namelyselection
Through-The-Cycle
rating
methods
andlength
their
of
the bandwidth
criterion Ki =(TTC)
3.21T(1/3)
whereas
the lag
feasibility.criterion
There seems
to be
on theimportance.
precise definition
of TTC
selection
proved
to no
be consensus
of secondary
The Schwarzratings, but
hascriterion
phrased was
and one
explicitly
a good
conceptual
Bayesian
lagLöffler
length (2004)
selection
of the used
methods
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by
framework. whereas
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risk not;
are results
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to
Westerlund
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based on
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of permanent
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and transitory
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both
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in tablechanges
6. Moreover,
the results
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ADFratings
were
are based on
structural component
and ignore
the cyclical
If
calculated
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comparison.
These methods
unanimously
rejectcomponent.
the unit root
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
hypothesis.
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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amplify business cycles. During any recession credit risk tends to worsen,
leading to higher capital requirements per exposure, which may diminish the
supply of loans and possibly lead to a credit crunch, which would worsen the
recession. This literature has been reviewed by Gordy and Howells (2006)
and Drumond (2009).
A number of potential solutions to the procyclicality problem have
been presented, ranging from countercyclical capital buffers to dynamic loan
loss provisioning. Unfortunately there seems to be very little in-depth analysis
on the feasibility and usefulness of the various proposed remedies. If the
problem and its potential solutions are to be taken seriously, detailed analysis
on these approaches is needed.
This paper intends to contribute to assessing one of the proposed
solutions, namely Through-The-Cycle (TTC) rating methods and their
feasibility. There seems to be no consensus on the precise definition of TTC
ratings, but Löffler (2004) has phrased and explicitly used a good conceptual
framework. Using its analogue, changes in credit risk are hypothesised to
consist of permanent structural changes and transitory cycles. TTC ratings
are based on the structural component and ignore the cyclical component. If
the cyclical component exists, and if it can be measured with acceptable
accuracy almost on real time, TTC ratings can be calculated by eliminating
the cyclical component from the perceived point-in-time credit risk.
Rating agencies often claim they present TTC ratings. Empirical
evidence indicates that these ratings are slow to react to new information.
(Altman and Rijken 2005, Löffler 2004) Agencies’ assessments are more
useful for investors if the mere level of rating is complemented by its
momentum (Güttler and Raupach 2010). Otherwise, there seem to be
relatively little literature on the time series properties of credit risk indicators
at the debtor level, and there seems to be little or no evidence on the existence
of transitory cycles in credit risk.
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Abstract
We estimate a probit model of insolvency risk, using a dataset of
about 400 Dutch insurance companies during the period 1995-2005. The
results suggest that surplus capital, company size, profitability, long-tailed
business and being a mutual insurer reduce the risk of insolvency. The model
can be used to identify insurers with high insolvency risk one year ahead. It
is shown that the choice of the threshold above which an insurer is classified
as having high insolvency risk, is an important determinant of the relative
occurrence of type I and type II prediction errors. We use a loss function to
find the optimal threshold given the supervisor’s relative preference with
respect to missing insolvencies and false alarms.
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1 - Introduction
1990s.
BarnNiv and McDonald (1992), Cummins et al. (1995, 1999), Grace et
al. (1998) and Pottier and Sommer (2000) analyse insolvencies in the
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usefulHershbarger
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property-liability
industry.
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a probit model
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finding
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Earlier
applications
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failures. Cummins
et al.
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(see,
(1999)
conclude
thatdistinguish
cash-flowbankrupt
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enhance
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of
e.g.,static
BarNiv
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McDonald,
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ratio,
Pottier 1992,
and Sommer
(2000)Most
find that
ratings
by a use
private
data, where
bankruptcies
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agency
outperform
the risk-based
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insurance
companies
are
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other
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criteria
have to
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Another strand of empirical literature focuses on
the actual
capital-tofor
a
sensible
statistical
analysis.
Instead
of
actual
defaults,
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therefore
use a
assets ratio of insurers instead of insolvency risk. See, for example,
broader concept
that also (2002),
includesCummins
near insolvencies.
identify
Harrington
and Niehaus
and NiniTo
(2002)
andthese,
Kleinweetuse
al.
an objective
criterion
based (2010)
on the find
solvency
ratio, which
is
(2002)
for theclassification
US. De Haan
and Kakes
that Dutch
insurers’
defined
as
the
actual
capital-to-assets
ratio
of
an
insurance
company
divided
capital-to-asset ratios can be related to risk characteristics and tend to be
by the required
capital-to-assets
ratio that
is prescribed by the supervisor.
significantly
higher
than the regulatory
minimum.
Besides
the
fact
that
we
focus
on
a European
country,
important
Analyses on solvency of European
insurers are
scarce,anexceptions
value-added
of
our
paper
is
that
we
have
a
comprehensive
dataset.
Our
being Kramer (1996, 1997) for Dutch non-life insurers and Schmeiser dataset
(2004)
comprises
the entire
DutchGerman
insurance
industrycompany.
– about 400
Dutch
life and
nonwho
uses data
of a single
insurance
These
studies
typically
life insurers
– and
longconsider
period (1995-2005)
a fullfrom
business
look
at a subset
of covers
insurersa and
only a briefincluding
period. Apart
data
cycle.
So,
peculiarities
due
to
specific
insurers
or
a
specific
year
are
unlikely
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
to drive our
results. for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
failures
in Europe,
The
suggest
that the
surplus
capital, Because
companyofsize,
occur in mostestimation
European results
countries
including
Netherlands.
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profitability,
long-tailed
and beingKramer
a mutual(1996,
insurer1997)
reduceinvestigates
the risk of
lack
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in business
the Netherlands,
insolvency.
The model can
be insurers
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insurers
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risk of
under
what circumstances
Dutch
classified
as ‘strong’,
‘moderate’
insolvency
one
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It
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shown
that
the
choice
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threshold
above
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
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is
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about 200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
determinant
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of type intelligence
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prediction (neural
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We
use
a
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function
to
find
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optimal
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to missing
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qualitative
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in about
90 percent
of the cases.
Some
important
The
outline
of
the
paper
is
as
follows.
After
a
literature
review
in
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
Section
2
to
put
our
contribution
in
perspective,
the
model
is
presented
in
in line with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
Section
3.
Section
4
discusses
the
data.
The
estimation
results
are
discussed
in
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
Section 5, after which Section 6 shows how the model can be used for
predicting insolvencies. Section 7 concludes.
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21990s.
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has beenBecause
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of and
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alternative
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models
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beeninvestigates
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the Netherlands,
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(1996,
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by circumstances
Jarrow and Turnbull
under what
Dutch (1995).
insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
These
different
methodologies
insolvencies
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also been
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by to
themodel
supervisor.
His dataset
applied
insurance
which have
a number
of special
about 200toDutch
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year (1992).
Using
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Because
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nature of(neural
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Furthermore,
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insurers’regulation
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profitability Most
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insurers’
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and
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US data.
Several
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examine
the performance
of the US
(mutual
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is a significant
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we conclude
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regulator’s risk-based solvency rules, which were introduced in the early
1

Furthermore, the estimation of the Merton model requires high-frequency data on share prices
for the assessment of market volatility to deduce default probabilities. The outcomes may
therefore be largely driven by excessive price fluctuations rather than market fundamentals. In
addition, this information is not available for our sample of mostly non-listed insurance
companies.
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1990s.
1990s. BarnNiv
BarnNiv and McDonald (1992), Cummins et al. (1995, 1999), Grace et
al.
al. (1998)
(1998) and Pottier and Sommer (2000) analyse insolvencies in the
property-liability
property-liability insurance industry. BarNiv and Hershbarger (1990)
investigate
investigate different models to predict failures of US life insurers. A general
finding
finding of these studies is that the risk-based capital ratio used by US
regulators
regulators can be improved as a leading indicator of failures. Cummins et al.
(1999)
(1999) conclude
conclude that cash-flow variables enhance the explanatory power of
this
this static
static ratio, while Pottier and Sommer (2000) find that ratings by a private
agency
agency outperform
outperform the risk-based ratio.
Another
Another strand of empirical literature focuses on the actual capital-toassets
assets ratio
ratio of insurers instead of insolvency risk. See, for example,
Harrington
Harrington and Niehaus (2002), Cummins and Nini (2002) and Klein et al.
(2002)
(2002) for
for the US. De Haan and Kakes (2010) find that Dutch insurers’
capital-to-asset
capital-to-asset ratios can be related to risk characteristics and tend to be
significantly
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
Analyses
Analyses on solvency of European insurers are scarce, exceptions
being
being Kramer
Kramer (1996, 1997) for Dutch non-life insurers and Schmeiser (2004)
who
who uses
uses data of a single German insurance company. These studies typically
look
look at
at aa subset of insurers and consider only a brief period. Apart from data
limitations,
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
failures
failures in Europe, for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
occur
occur in
in most European countries including the Netherlands. Because of the
lack
lack of
of bankruptcies in the Netherlands, Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
under
under what
what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
or
‘weak’
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
about
about 200
200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
an
an ordered
ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
network,
network, expert system), his classification matches the supervisor’s own
qualitative
qualitative assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
explanatory
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
in
in line
line with
with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
(mutual
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
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31990s.
- TheBarnNiv
model and McDonald (1992), Cummins et al. (1995, 1999), Grace et
al. (1998) and Pottier and Sommer (2000) analyse insolvencies in the
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the
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be related
to(0,1)
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where
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the can
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significantly
higher
than
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Analysesrisk
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low, X isofa European
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 is the
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vector
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Hence,
the probability
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 aredefaults
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maximum
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Section
4. But first,
we discuss
occur
in mostlikelihood.
European countries
Netherlands.
Because
of the
the
define theinvariables
that will beKramer
used. (1996, 1997) investigates
lackdata
of and
bankruptcies
the Netherlands,
under what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
4about
- Data
200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
We
use confidential
data on
insurers
for the
1995-2005,
network,
expert system),
his individual
classification
matches
the period
supervisor’s
own
gathered
supervisory inpurposes
andpercent
published
onlycases.
in aggregated
form in
qualitativeforassessments
about 90
of the
Some important
the
Statistical
Bulletin– in
of particular
De Nederlandsche
Bank.3 The
explanatory
variables
insurers’ solvency
and unbalanced
profitability panel
– are
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of around
400 insurance
companies
from
lines
of organisation
business.
in line with
our results.
By contrast,
he does
notall
find
that
type
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
2

The required solvency ratio is based on an insurer’s performance and activities in recent
years. For life insurers, the required solvency ratio is largely based on gross technical
provisions. For non-life insurers, the required solvency ratio is largely based on premium
income and incurred losses over recent years. See De Haan and Kakes (2010) for a more
extended discussion of solvency requirements for Dutch insurers.
3
The dataset used in this study was discontinued after 2005 because of a change in the
supervisory reporting framework.
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required
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onliterature
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into
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who uses data
of a singledoGerman
insurancetake
company.
These
studies
typically
look at a subset of insurers and consider only a brief period. Apart from data
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
Figure 1. Percentile distribution of solvency ratio
failures in Europe, for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
occur
7.0 in most European countries including the Netherlands. Because of the
lack of bankruptcies in the Netherlands, Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
6.0
under what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
75th perc.
or 5.0
‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset median
comprises
about
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Dutch
non-life
insurance
companies
in
a
single
year
(1992).
Using
10th perc.
4.0
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques
(neural
1st perc.
3.0
network,
expert system), his classification matches the supervisor’s
minimumown
qualitative
assessments
in
about
90
percent
of
the
cases.
Some
important
2.0
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
in 1.0
line with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
(mutual
or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
0.0
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Note: The solvency ratio is the actual capital-to-assets ratio divided by the required
capital-to-assets ratio.

The dependent variable in our model is the binary outcome variable
‘insolvency’, which we set equal to 0 if the solvency ratio is greater than 1.5
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1.5. 1999),
The frequency
1990s.
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McDonald
(1992),
et al. to
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Grace et
distribution
insolvency
given
in Table
1. Around
12%insolvencies
of the sampleinruns
al. (1998) ofand
Pottier is
and
Sommer
(2000)
analyse
the
high
insolvency riskinsurance
according to
this criterion.
The and
hurdleHershbarger
rate of 1.5 reflects
property-liability
industry.
BarNiv
(1990)
supervisory
practice at
the time
and ensures
sufficient
observations
of
investigate different
models
to predict
failuresthat
of US
life insurers.
A general
high
insolvency
risk
are
included,
which
obviously
is
essential
for
a
finding of these studies is that the risk-based capital ratio used by US
4
statistically
sensible
analysis. as a leading indicator of failures. Cummins et al.
regulators can
be improved
(1999) conclude that cash-flow variables enhance the explanatory power of
Tablewhile
1. Frequency
distribution
of insolvency,
by year
this static ratio,
Pottier and
Sommer (2000)
find that ratings
by a private
agency outperform the risk-based ratio.
Insolvency = 0
Insolvency = 1
Total number
Another strand of empirical literature focuses on the actual capital-to_____________________ _____________________
of
assets ratio of insurers instead of insolvency risk. See, for example,
Number of
Percent of
Number of
Percent of observations
Harrington and Niehaus (2002), Cummins and Nini (2002) and Klein et al.
observations
total
observations
total
(2002) for the US. De Haan and Kakes (2010) find that Dutch insurers’
__________
__________
________
_________
_______
capital-to-asset ratios can be related to risk characteristics and tend to be
1995
326
86.0
53
14.0
379
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
1996
345 on solvency
88.0 of European
47 insurers 12.0
392
Analyses
are scarce, exceptions
being Kramer (1996, 1997) for Dutch non-life insurers and Schmeiser (2004)
1997
340
86.1
55
13.9
395
who uses data of a single German insurance company. These studies typically
1998
357 of insurers87.9
49 a brief period.
12.1 Apart from
406data
look at a subset
and consider only
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
1999
354
88.3
47
11.7
401
failures in Europe, for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
2000
324 European countries
88.3
43 the Netherlands.
11.7 Because367
occur in most
including
of the
lack of bankruptcies in the Netherlands, Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
2001
305
86.4
48
13.6
353
under what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
2002
289
84.8
52supervisor.15.2
341
or ‘weak’ according
to assessments
by the
His dataset comprises
about 200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
2003
292
87.4
42
12.6
334
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
2004
283 system),89.3
34 matches 10.7
317own
network, expert
his classification
the supervisor’s
qualitative assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
93.0
21
7.0
299
2005
278
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
Total
3493
87.7
3984type
in line with
our results. By
contrast, he 491
does not find12.3
that organisation
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
The following explanatory variables are considered:
4

The main results of the probit analysis proved to be not particularly sensitive to this particular
choice of hurdle rate. Lower hurdle rates gave less significant outcomes though, due to the fact
that there remain too few observations in the insolvent group, which diminishes the
discriminatory power of this type of model.
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(1)
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defined as
the actual
capital-to-assets
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1990s.Surplus
BarnNiv
and McDonald
(1992),
Cummins
et al. (1995, ratio
1999),
Gracethe
et
required
ratio. We(2000)
expect analyse
the probability
of insolvency
al. (1998)
andcapital-to-assets
Pottier and Sommer
insolvencies
in the
to be lower, the
higher theindustry.
surplus inBarNiv
the preceding
property-liability
insurance
and year.
Hershbarger (1990)
(2)
Company
size.
Presumably,
as
large
insurers
have
more scope
for
investigate different models to predict failures of US life insurers.
A general
diversification
than
small
insurers,
their
total
losses
are
more
finding of these studies is that the risk-based capital ratio used by US
predictable.
large
probably
run less
risk of insolvency.
regulators
can be Hence,
improved
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a leading
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of failures.
Cummins etThe
al.
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is measured
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logarithm
of total
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(1999)size
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that cash-flow
variables
enhance
explanatory
power
of
(3)
Profitability.
A Pottier
profitable
has more
at by
its adisposal
this static
ratio, while
andfirm
Sommer
(2000)internal
find thatfunds
ratings
private
that
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as a buffer,
agency
outperform
the risk-based
ratio. so higher profitability will lead to
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solvency
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with Kramer’s
(1996)
finding
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on the actual
capital-toDutch
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of the
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instead
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example,
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reduce
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is
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and that
Niehaus
(2002),
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Klein et al.
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(2002)measured
for the by
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De Haan
Kakes (2010) find that Dutch insurers’
(4)
Reinsurance.
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company
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bulk of its risks
elsewhere,
capital-to-asset
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be related
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to be
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is
required
to
achieve
a
given
level
of
insolvency
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
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Hence, on
we would
expect
a negativeinsurers
relationship
the use of
Analyses
solvency
of European
are between
scarce, exceptions
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capital.
it is also
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being reinsurance
Kramer (1996,
forHowever,
Dutch non-life
insurers
and Schmeiser
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theirtypically
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data of
a singleminimum
German insurance
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to of
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relationship
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use of reinsurance
and
look atleading
a subset
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only a brief
Apart from data
capital.
The
effect
of
reinsurance
on
insolvency
risk
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therefore
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
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reinsurance
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the proportion
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in Europe,The
foruse
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reason isthat
insurer by
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hardly ever
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paid inincluding
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earned.
occur reinsurance
in most European
countries
the Netherlands.
Because of the
(5)
Portfolio
risk. The
proportion
of equity
in the(1996,
investment
is a
lack of
bankruptcies
in the
Netherlands,
Kramer
1997)portfolio
investigates
measure forDutch
the risk
profileare
of classified
the insurer’s
asset portfolio.
The
under standard
what circumstances
insurers
as ‘strong’,
‘moderate’
moreaccording
volatile assets
are held bybythethefirm,
for a given
ratio, the
or ‘weak’
to assessments
supervisor.
Hissolvency
dataset comprises
vulnerable
it insurance
is for asset
price fluctuations
to
about more
200 Dutch
non-life
companies
in a single that
year could
(1992).lead
Using
insolvency.
Indeed, as
Kramer
finds
that for techniques
Dutch insurers,
a
an ordered
logit analysis,
well as(1996)
artificial
intelligence
(neural
higher
proportion
of equity
increases thematches
probability
insolvency. own
network,
expert
system),
his classification
theofsupervisor’s
(6)
Long-tailed
business.
ratio
loss reserves
incurred
is a
qualitative
assessments
in The
about
90 ofpercent
of the over
cases.
Some losses
important
proxy
for
the
time
lag
between
policy
issuance
and
the
payment
of
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – the
are
withresults.
higherBy
ratios
indicating
longer
As this ratio
in lineclaims,
with our
contrast,
he does
nottailed
find business.
that organisation
type
increases,
management
is we
in control
ofitthe
policyholders’
(mutual
or stock)the
is ainsurer’s
significant
factor while
conclude
is relevant.
funds for a longer time, which increases liquidity and thus diminishes
the risk of insolvency.
(7) Underwriting risk. Underwriting risk is measured by the standard
deviation of the loss ratio per firm (the ratio of losses incurred to
premiums earned), which is frequently used in the insurance literature
(e.g. Meyers, 1989; Guo and Winter, 1997; Lamm-Tennant and Starks,
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on the investment
al. (1998)
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Pottier
and Sommer
analyse
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risk.
property-liability
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BarNiv
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(1990)
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more
(1999)other
conclude
that mixed
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the explanatory
power
of
diversified
underwriting
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expected
to run
lessby
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Pottier and
Sommerare
(2000)
find that
ratings
a private
(e.g. Klein
et al., 2002;
agencyrisk
outperform
the risk-based
ratio. Cummins and Nini, 2002). Lower
Herfindahl
indices
imply
higher
diversification
and,
we
Another strand of empirical literature
focuses on
theconsequently,
actual capital-torelation
withof
insolvency
risk.risk. See, for example,
assets expect
ratio aofpositive
insurers
instead
insolvency
(9) Mutual.
is a binary
taking
value(2002)
of 1 for
Harrington
andThis
Niehaus
(2002),variable
Cummins
andaNini
andmutual
Klein and
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priori,
this(2010)
variable’s
impact
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a firm’s
(2002)forforstock
the US.
De HaanAand
Kakes
find that
Dutch
solvency is
ambiguous.
Agencytotheory
(Jensen and Meckling,
capital-to-asset
ratios
can be related
risk characteristics
and tend 1976)
to be
predicts
lower
capitalization
needs
for
mutual
insurers
because of the
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
elimination
of the
owner-policyholder
to
Analyses on
solvency
of European conflict.
insurers However,
are scarce,according
exceptions
pecking
order
hypothesis
(Myers
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Majluf, and
1984)
mutual insurers
being the
Kramer
(1996,
1997)
for Dutch
non-life
Schmeiser
(2004)
havedata
a greater
tendency
thaninsurance
stock insurers
to hoard
because
of
who uses
of a single
German
company.
Thesecapital
studies
typically
5
limited
to and
access
capitalonly
markets.
look attheir
a subset
of ability
insurers
consider
a brief period. Apart from data
(10) Line ofit business.
A binary
for each line
business of
taking
the
limitations,
is difficult
to testvariable
the performance
of of
indicators
insurer
value
of 1 if the
in that
yearthat
is predominantly
(i.e.hardly
more ever
than
failures
in Europe,
forcompany
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insurer defaults
of itsEuropean
written premiums)
in that particular
line of business
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it
occur half
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countries including
the Netherlands.
Because
not. This indummy
variable Kramer
should (1996,
capture1997)
any investigates
remaining
lack ofis bankruptcies
the Netherlands,
time-invariant
effectsare
related
to theasline
of business
of an
under unobservable,
what circumstances
Dutch insurers
classified
‘strong’,
‘moderate’
insurer.
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
(11) Year.
A year
dummy
for each
sample inyear.
Thisyear
dummy
variable
about
200 Dutch
non-life
insurance
companies
a single
(1992).
Using
captures
effects of
whichtechniques
are common
to all
an ordered
logittheanalysis,
asmacro-economic
well as artificialtrends,
intelligence
(neural
insurers.
network,
expert system), his classification matches the supervisor’s own
qualitative assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
Table 2 presents
summary
the continuous
explanatory
variables
– in statistics
particularfor
insurers’
solvencyvariables.
and profitability – are
in line with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.

5

See De Haan and Kakes (2010) for a more detailed explanation of the underlying theories.
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Table
2. Summary
1990s. BarnNiv and
McDonald
(1992),statistics,
Cummins1995-2005
et al. (1995, 1999), Grace et
al. (1998) and Pottier andMedian
Sommer Mean
(2000) analyse
Standard insolvencies
Number ofin the
property-liability insurance industry. BarNivdeviation
and Hershbarger
observations(1990)
investigate different models ______
to predict ______
failures of_______
US life insurers.
A general
__________
findingSurplus
of these
studies
is
that
the
risk-based
capital
ratio
used
by US
capital
0.228
0.288
0.294
3985
regulators can be improved as a leading indicator of failures. Cummins et al.
10.210
10.443
2.354
(1999)Company
conclude size
that cash-flow
variables
enhance the
explanatory3915
power of
this static ratio, while Pottier and Sommer (2000) find that ratings by a private
Profitability
0.020
0.028
0.051
3912
agency outperform the risk-based ratio.
Reinsurance
0.135 literature
0.235focuses0.266
Another strand of empirical
on the actual 3284
capital-toassets Portfolio
ratio ofrisk
insurers instead
of
insolvency
risk.
See,
for
example,
0.129
0.185
0.197
2688
Harrington and Niehaus (2002), Cummins and Nini (2002) and Klein et al.
business
8.563
(2002)Long-tailed
for the US.
De Haan2.895
and Kakes
(2010) 12.240
find that Dutch3005
insurers’
capital-to-asset ratios can be related to risk characteristics and tend to be
Underwriting risk
0.116
0.972
4.565
3808
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
Herfindahl
0.881insurers
0.237
3993
Analyses on solvency1.000
of European
are scarce, exceptions
being Kramer (1996, 1997) for Dutch non-life insurers and Schmeiser (2004)
who uses data of a single German insurance company. These studies typically
look at a subset of insurers and consider only a brief period. Apart from data
5 - Estimation results
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
failures in Europe, for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
The estimation results of the probit model including all explanatory variables
occur in most European countries including the Netherlands. Because of the
are presented as ‘model 1’ in Table 3. Several variables are not statistically
lack of bankruptcies in the Netherlands, Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
significant. Moreover, many of these insignificant variables have missing
under what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
values for various company-years, so that they limit the number of
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
observations that can be used in the model estimation. Therefore, the model is
about 200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
re-estimated dropping the statistically insignificant variables one by one in
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
order of significance. This backward elimination procedure results in a model
network, expert system), his classification matches 6the supervisor’s own
with seven statistically significant variables (model 2). A positive side effect
qualitative assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
of dropping insignificant variables is that it increases the sample size
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
substantially, which makes the results more representative for the population
in line with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
of insurance companies. Despite the dropping of explanatory variables, the
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while
we conclude it is relevant.
model fit, as measured by the pseudo-R2, improves, from 0.374 to 0.390.
Moreover, all coefficients of the selected variables keep their sign and do not
substantially alter in magnitude, and some of them become statistically more
6

Backward elimination involves starting with all candidate variables and than deleting them
one by one in order of statistical significance. This is one approach in stepwise regression;
other approaches are forward selection or combinations of the two. See, e.g., Hocking (1976).
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Table 3.
Estimation
results. Dependent
variable is
risk Grace et
1990s.
BarnNiv
and McDonald
(1992), Cummins
et Insolvency
al. (1995, 1999),
1
Model 2
al. (1998) and Pottier Model
and Sommer
(2000) analyse insolvencies
in the
CoeffiStandard
Effect
Standard
Effect
property-liability
insurance
industry.
BarNivCoeffiand Hershbarger
(1990)
cient
error
cient
error
investigate different models to predict failures of US life insurers. A general
Continuous variables:
finding
studies 2.600
is that the-0.112
risk-based
capital ratio
US
-7.684**
-7.837**
1.444used by
-0.177
Surplus of these
regulators
can be improved as a leading indicator of failures. Cummins et al.
capital t-1
Companyconclude
-0.303**
0.057 variables
-0.004enhance
-0.317**
0.040
-0.007of
(1999)
that cash-flow
the explanatory
power
size t-1static ratio, while Pottier and Sommer (2000) find that ratings by a private
this
Profit-9.210**
1.722
-5.759**
1.211
-0.130
agency
outperform
the risk-based
ratio.-0.134
abilityt-1
strand of empirical
literature
Reinsu- Another
-0.162
0.465
-0.002 focuses on the actual capital-toassets
rance t-1 ratio of insurers instead of insolvency risk. See, for example,
Portfolio
0.416 Cummins
0.002 and Nini (2002) and Klein et al.
Harrington
and0.171
Niehaus (2002),
risk t-1 for the US. De Haan and Kakes (2010) find that Dutch insurers’
(2002)
Long-tailed
-0.017
0.010
-0.0002
-0.017**
0.006
-0.0004
capital-to-asset
ratios can be related to risk characteristics and tend to be
business t-1
significantly
regulatory0.0004
minimum.
Underwriting higher
0.025 than the
0.022
risk t-1 Analyses on solvency of European insurers are scarce, exceptions
Herfindahl
0.050 1997)0.660
t-1
being
Kramer
(1996,
for Dutch0.0007
non-life insurers and Schmeiser (2004)
who uses data of a single German insurance company. These studies typically
Dummy variables:
look
of insurers0.291
and consider
only a -0.619**
brief period.0.181
Apart from
data
Mutualat a subset-0.510
-0.006
-0.012
limitations,
it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
company
Health in Europe,
0.386 for the
0.346
0.008 that 0.542**
0.169 hardly0.020
failures
simple reason
insurer defaults
ever
insurance
occur
in most European countries including the Netherlands. Because of the
Car
0.306
0.441
0.006
lack
of bankruptcies
in the
Netherlands,
Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
insurance
under
what
circumstances
Dutch
insurers
are
Transport
-0.676
0.392
-0.005 classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
or
‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
insurance
Fire 200 Dutch
-0.167
0.455
-0.002
about
non-life insurance
companies
in a single year (1992). Using
insurance
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
Mixed non-0.335
0.539
-0.004
-0.434*
0.182
-0.007
network,
expert system), his classification matches the supervisor’s own
life ins.
qualitative assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
Pseudo R2
0.374++ – in particular insurers’ solvency
0.390++ and profitability – are
explanatory
variables
Number
of
1649++
2476++
in line with our results. By contrast, he does not
find that organisation type
observations
(mutual
or
stock)
is
a
significant
factor
while
we
conclude
it is relevant.
Number of
277++
401++

insurers
Explanatory note: Reported effects are marginal effects for continuous variables and fixed
effects for dummy variables. Standard errors of the coefficients are calculated using the
Huber/White/sandwich estimator and allowing for correlation of observations for the same
company. Suffixes * and ** indicate statistical significance at the 5% and 1% level,
respectively.
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significant.
Hence,
estimation
results
are fairly
robust
to the
selection
1990s.
BarnNiv
andthe
McDonald
(1992),
Cummins
et al.
(1995,
1999),
Grace of
et
variables.
al.
(1998) and Pottier and Sommer (2000) analyse insolvencies in the
We now turn
to the economic
our selected model.
property-liability
insurance
industry. interpretation
BarNiv andof Hershbarger
(1990)
The
(‘fixed’)
effect
of
mutual
is
-0.012,
indicating
that
a
mutual
insurer’s
investigate different models to predict failures of US life insurers. A general
probability
highstudies
insolvency
risk the
is 1.2
percentagecapital
pointsratio
lowerused
than by
a stock
finding
of of
these
is that
risk-based
US
insurer’s. The
of lineasofa business
are in theofsame
orderCummins
of magnitude
regulators
can effects
be improved
leading indicator
failures.
et al.
(+2 percentage
for healthvariables
insurers, enhance
-0.7 for the
mixed
non-life insurers).
(1999)
concludepoints
that cash-flow
explanatory
power of
The static
economic
of Sommer
the (‘marginal’)
effects
for the by
continuous
this
ratio, interpretation
while Pottier and
(2000) find
that ratings
a private
variables
is
less
straightforward,
as
these
represent
the
effects
for an
agency outperform the risk-based ratio.
infinitesimal
change
in
the
explanatory
variables.
For
ease
of
interpretation,
Another strand of empirical literature focuses on the actual capital-toFigure 2ratio
therefore
plots theinstead
probability
effects for risk.
these See,
variables.
The bars
assets
of insurers
of insolvency
for example,
give the partial
effects on
the probability
risk
of a etoneHarrington
and Niehaus
(2002),
Cummins of
andhigh
Niniinsolvency
(2002) and
Klein
al.
standard-deviation
explanatory
variable.
The solvency
(2002)
for the US.increase
De Haanforandeach
Kakes
(2010) find
that Dutch
insurers’
surplus in the ratios
previous
is the tomost
probability
reducer,
capital-to-asset
can year
be related
risk important
characteristics
and tend
to be
followed
by
company
size,
profitability,
and
long-tailed
business.
These
significantly higher than the regulatory minimum.
outcomes
are consistent
with theofexpectations
expressedare
in Section
Analyses
on solvency
European insurers
scarce, 3.
exceptions
being Kramer (1996, 1997) for Dutch non-life insurers and Schmeiser (2004)
who uses dataFigure
of a single
German insurance
company.
studies typically
2. Probability
effects of
selectedThese
explanatory
look at a subset
of
insurers
and
consider
only
a
brief
period.
Apart from data
variables
0
limitations, it is difficult to test the performance of indicators of insurer
failures in Europe, for the simple reason that insurer defaults hardly ever
-0.01
occur
in most European countries including the Netherlands. Because of the
lack of bankruptcies in the Netherlands, Kramer (1996, 1997) investigates
under
what circumstances Dutch insurers are classified as ‘strong’, ‘moderate’
-0.02
or ‘weak’ according to assessments by the supervisor. His dataset comprises
about
200 Dutch non-life insurance companies in a single year (1992). Using
-0.03
an ordered logit analysis, as well as artificial intelligence techniques (neural
network, expert system), his classification matches the supervisor’s own
-0.04
qualitative
assessments in about 90 percent of the cases. Some important
explanatory variables – in particular insurers’ solvency and profitability – are
-0.05 with our results. By contrast, he does not find that organisation type
in line
(mutual or stock) is a significant factor while we conclude it is relevant.
-0.06

surplus capital

company size

profitability

long-tailed business

Note: Partial effect of one-standard-deviation increase in explanatory variable on
probability of high insolvency risk.
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6 - Model
use and McDonald (1992), Cummins et al. (1995, 1999), Grace et
1990s.
BarnNiv
al. (1998) and Pottier and Sommer (2000) analyse insolvencies in the
A prudential supervisor
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7

See, e.g. Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999), Edison (2003), Alessi and Detken (2011).
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1
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